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Executive Summary:
Objective:
The purpose of this investment memorandum is to detail a mixed-use commercial investment
opportunity to prospective equity partners for investment in a limited liability company to be created
for the purpose of an acquisition and future redevelopment of a 40,659 (.93 acres) square foot land
parcel located at 50 Florida Avenue (also known as 44 Porter Street) NE, Washington, D.C. Existing
improvements include a 60,000 square foot, three story, former ice distribution warehouse built in
1930. The asset is 30% leased to a delicatessen and temporary dry storage, both month to month leases.
Property
Tax Parcel:
3516-0819 (Washington, DC)
Address:
44 Porter Street, NE, Washington, DC 20002
Mailing Address:
50 Florida Avenue, NE, Washington, DC 20002
Ward:
5
Land Area:
40,659 SF
Tax Year 2010 Preliminary Assessment Roll:
Land:
$8,131,800
Improvements:
$883,800
Total:
$9,015,600
Zoning: CM2 - Permits development of medium bulk commercial and light manufacturing uses to a
maximum 4.0 FAR and a maximum height of 60 feet with standards of external effects and new
residential prohibited. Note: Approved PUD = 90 feet height.
The property is a three story warehouse. Its construction is cast in place concrete slabs on a composite
steel construction. The exterior walls are of concrete. One Otis elevator serves the building.
Christopher Wells has created Wells Capital Company for the purpose of sourcing commercial and
multifamily real estate investment opportunities in the Metropolitan Washington, DC market for
acquisitions and development/redevelopment opportunities predicated on appropriate market and
financing factors.
The objective of this investment is to maximize equity partner returns with minimal risk. Currently,
options for investment of most asset classes are risky and provide historically low yields. The U.S. equity
and fixed income markets are offering minimal returns today and there is much uncertainty as to how
these markets will perform in the next few years. Real estate is the best hedge against inflation.
Washington’s DC’s commercial real estate market is experiencing high historical vacancies but the
region is experiencing lower unemployment and lesser declines in year over year housing prices than the
rest of the nation per the Case-Shiller Residential Price Index from June 2009 and The U.S. Bureau of
Labor Statistics data from August 2009. See below for detail:
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What does this mean for investors? Commercial real estate is a risky investment today but with limited
options, Washington, DC is a strong market in which to invest. The lower DC, MSA unemployment rate
and higher probability of residential appreciation point to future jobs, disposable income and as such,
demand for office space, housing, retail and amenities when the economic fundamentals of the country
return. If 50 Florida Avenue can be purchased at market or below market price, equity in this investment
has the potential of reaching attractive returns when the market rebounds over the next 3-5 years.
It should be further highlighted that the subject site does carry numerous risks due to its location and
the oversupply of office, hotel and multifamily products in the market, thus limiting the possibilities for
these uses. Further, the DC market is experiencing a recession due to increased unemployment and a
slowdown in the capital markets (lending) thus freezing the positive potential for construction and
permanent financing.
Zoning has been thoroughly investigated as has the desired uses for the site through discussions with
the District of Columbia government. Market product over supply and zoning limitations has restricted
the site’s uses to hotel, artist housing, retail, light industrial and commercial. Research has been
conducted on hotel, office condominium and traditional office uses but have been rejected for the near
future due to oversupply in the immediate, neighboring “NoMa” and New York Avenue markets.
The investment must be based on a two-phase plan due to the poor economic conditions of today. It is
required that a plan be put in place to acquire the asset so as to gain control of it and then hold for three
years to wait out the recession. Phase I will be a buy and hold strategy which will utilize either a mix:
retail and art-studio housing scenario or that of a warehouse. The rental income from these uses will
serve as income for debt service payments on the existing property until stronger economic
fundamentals return. Phase II will commence at year four, 2013 (after a 12 month construction period)
and will include a complete redevelopment of the site into a mixed-use retail/student housing scenario
or a retail/office development feeding off traffic volume from Florida and New York Avenues plus
serving as a solution for office lessees who wish to be in NoMa but do not wish to be burdened by future
high rents.
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Investor Returns:
The named, called “50 Florida Avenue,” has been offered for sale at $8,000,000 but the LLC will offer a
lower price using market data and historical pricing trends that point to a price point that is more
appropriate for the market. The offer will be a maximum of $5,000,000. Seller financing of $4,000,000 at
7%/year, interest only with the balance to be provided in equity. The limited liability partnership will be
created to raise the balance of the purchase price. This is to total $1,000,000 plus funds for closing costs
and a potential line of credit or construction loan depending on the Phase I use. Ownership interests are
to be offered in $100,000 increments.


IRR Summary

Phase I: Artist studio housing has been rejected as a use to due to a negative IRR and NPV.
Due to the depressed nature of the national economy and the slowdown in the local economy, Wells
Capital Company has decided it prudent to move forward with using the existing structure as warehouse
space. Management/ownership will lease through a national broker, 90% (10% leased to existing
delicatessen) to GSA tenants, in addition to a potential catering business seeking space within the
District. O’Neill Realty Investors has brought management this opportunity. Rents must be at a minimum
of $9.00/SF NNN. It should be noted that the space must be 100% pre-leased prior to acquisition close;
otherwise, the investment will be abandoned. If pre-leasing is successful, Wells Capital Company will
hold the asset for three years, delivering average, annual after-debt-service returns of 5% to the Phase I
investor group. If leasing remains at 100% and it does not appear the economy has improved,
management may sell the asset at the end of year three realizing a 13% IRR on the warehouse use.
Phase II: The national and economic environment will be carefully monitored over the three year hold
period. If conditions worsen, management will conduct best efforts to maintain maximum leasing
activity at 50 Florida Avenue and review the performance of the asset to determine a sale or continued
hold strategy. It is anticipated; however, that the Metro-Washington market will maintain lower
vacancies than the rest of the nation as well as lower unemployment, helping the region and its
investments to better withstand economic turbulence.
If the economy has improved and construction lending is active by year three (2012), management will
begin negotiations with local and national lenders to attain a construction loan for either $34MM
(student housing) or $38MM (office/office condominium). This loan will repay the Phase I investor group
if they so choose or they may chose to reinvest equity in Phase II of the investment. It is anticipated that
construction lenders will underwrite the initial land and improvements cost of $5.2MM as “land cost.”
Depending on the demand of institutional equity and private investors, Phase II will either consist of the
construction of a mixed-use retail/student housing PUD (map amendment needed for this residential
use) or that of a retail/office-office condominium PUD.
IRR Yields derived from the “Financial” section of the memorandum are based on a 15% hurdle rate
minimum; however, institutional investors will require IRR returns from 25%-30%, thus the Phase II
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portion of the investment must reach a minimum of 25%-30% if management is to attract these larger
equity participants:
1. Student housing scenario yields a 13% IRR; however, demand is low for this use today. Use is unlikely.
2. Class B office use yields a 4% IRR with average rents at $29.11/SF NNN. Average rents must reach
$39.86 NNN to attain a 15% IRR. Use is unlikely.
3. Office condominiums yield a 31% IRR. This is a healthy return for institutional investors. If the demand
exists for this product in three years, Wells Capital Company will move forward with this option.


Time Line

Management will evaluate the local and national economy during the three year hold period. If demand
exists for the aforementioned three uses, management will choose the most appropriate that can be
supported by market, economic and financial conditions moving forward. A 12 month design and preconstruction period will take place from January, 2012 to December 2012. Ground breaking will begin in
January 2013 and construction will commence in December 2013. An estimated 60%-70% of pre-leasing
and sales will need to take place for the office scenario. This will take place in 2012-2013. If an office
condominium scenario is chosen, sales will take place from October 2013 through March 2014.
Wells Capital Company wishes to move forward with the investment opportunity located at 50 Florida
Avenue.
Phase I: Equity required (warehouse use recommended): $1.04MM
Phase II: Equity required (office condo use recommended): $17.6MM
Field Investigation Analysis/NoMa Market:
The site has been chosen due to its close
proximity to the central NoMa business
district which has experienced almost 2.4MM
square feet of office and retail space
development in the past three years. 2.4MM
SF is now under construction, bringing the
total square footage to 4.7MM by the end of
2010. It is anticipated that close proximity to
this new business district and Metro will boost demand for uses at 50 Florida Avenue. Today’s realities
must be highlighted however. A majority of the delivered, speculative office buildings are vacant. Detail
of the commercial NoMa market is as follows:
2007-2009: DELIVERED OFFICE + HIGH VACANCY:
Properties of note are as follows. They are completed or have broken ground in anticipation of tenants
prior to the 2008-2009 recession.
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2008 - Brookfield Property’s, 77 K Street (309,187 SF office and 16,860 SF retail) is 100% vacant.



Q2, 2010 - Phase I of Trammell Crow Company’s, 389,000 SF, Sentential Square (Anticipated
completion of Phase II-IV to be 2012 (1.2MM SF office and 70,000 SF retail total) is vacant with
no pre-leasing.



2007 - Polinger/Van Ness Property Group’s Capitol Plaza - Phase I at 1200 First Street (291,838
SF) is 100% leased to the District of Columbia Government, Internal Revenue Service.



2009 - Tishman Spyer’s 1100 First Street (350,000 SF office) has leased one floor of 30,000 SF to
GSA tenant, Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). The Urban Institute, who had an
interest in office condo opportunities at the site, recently pulled out from buying several floors
due to their inability to break their lease at 2100 M Street.

OCCUPIED OFFICE: 321,838 occupied SF / 1,340,025 SF Total = 24%
EXISTING OCCUPANCY + TO BE OCCUPIED:
The seven properties of note that are occupied as of 2009 or are on schedule to be so in 2010 are
government, office/association, residential and hotel related. They are as follows:


2007 - The General Services Administration, U.S. Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and
Explosives Headquarters was completed in 2007 and includes 442,000 SF of office and 8,000 SF
of retail.



2010/2012 - StonebridgeCarras’ Constitution Square will be completed in years 2010-2012 and
will include anchor tenant, Department of Justice (1.4MM SF of office, 86,500 SF of retail to
include, Harris Teeter, plus 980 apartment units and a 204 room Hilton Garden Inn.)



2006 - Bristol Group’s One NoMa Station is 95% (403,859 SF) occupied by the Veterans
Administration, Department of Homeland Security and the U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission.



2009 - The Finvarb Group has completed a 218 room Marriott Courtyard with 10,000 SF of
retail.



2010 - Cohen Companies is finishing their Phase I of Union Place which is to include 240
apartments, 30 of which are to be affordable housing for artists.



2010 - Greenbaum and Rose has completed the Capital Cab Site which will deliver 100 units of
housing.
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2010 - Paradigm Development Company is to deliver 95 units of intern/university student
apartment housing.



2010 - Finally, J Street Development’s 90,000 SF office condominium project at 111 K Street is
scheduled to be completed in 2010. The project is 60% sold.

OCCUPIED OFFICE: 2,225,666 SF occupied / 2,245,859 Total = 99% (due to GSA tenants)
While NoMa has experienced a slowdown in product delivery due to a drop in office, retail and
residential demand, 19MM SF of office, retail and residential is to be delivered by 2012+ based on
favorable market and financing conditions. The purpose of the above calculations is to demonstrate that
the newly delivered product that does not consist of GSA tenants is suffering from minimal demand
today. When the market returns, there will be a high supply of office product not yet leased and thus
demand for this currently vacant Class A or B office product will increase. As such, Phase II of “50 Florida
Avenue” will be able to take advantage of the potential new activity in NoMa and an increase in office
tenants will drive demand for products sold at the anchor retail tenant on the ground floor and
potentially drive demand for either office condominiums/office tenants or student housing on the
remaining floors in 2014 and beyond.



Zoning/District of Columbia Government Approvals

Current zoning for the property is CM2 which allows for a 4.0 FAR and 60 foot height limitation. It should
be noted that with a PUD (Planned Unit Development) the height may be maximized to 90 feet or 6
stories (.75’ floor plates and 2.0’ area for electrical and plumbing). Currently, the structure is 62,000
square feet with 20,000 square feet floor plates. At the end of the three year hold period the existing
building will be demolished to make way for a new asset where the floor plate area will be maximized to
27,000 square feet to take advantage of the by right floor area ratio of 4.0, thus maximizing the density
to 162,000 square feet.


Zoning By Right:

Zoning detail for (C-M) Districts or Commercial-Light Manufacturing was thoroughly reviewed. Pursuant
to the zoning regulation, these districts “are intended to provide sites for heavy commercial and light
8
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manufacturing activities employing large numbers of people and requiring some heavy machinery under
controls that minimize any adverse effect on other nearby, more restrictive districts.” No new dwelling
developments are permitted in these areas, thus new multifamily is not an option; however, “an
apartment integrated with and accessory to an artist studio shall be permitted as a matter of right.”
Artist studio rentals have been considered an option for the existing “as is” structure.
Other matter of right uses include, “a hotel or inn.” Hotel competition is strong. A 218 room Marriott
Courtyard has been constructed a block away next to the Red Line Metro station. They are currently
experiencing 70% nightly occupancy rates. A 204 room, Hilton Garden Inn is to be completed two blocks
south of the subject parcel in 2010. Finally, numerous limited service hotels are scattered in a 1 mile
radius of the subject, north on New York Avenue. A hotel use for the subject site is not an option due to
a current healthy supply.
A public utility pumping station, repair garage, fast food/carry out restaurant are also permitted by right
uses. It has been indicated by the District Government that these uses are not wanted by the
community however.


Special Exceptions

The following special exceptions exist for those parcels located in a C-M zone. This is defined as
including intermediate materials recycling facility, a solid waste handling facility, massage parlor and an
electronic equipment facility. The District Government has indicated that these uses are not wanted by
the community as well.


Ward 5 Community

Personnel from the DC Office of the Deputy Major for Planning and Economic Development, Office of
Planning and Office of Zoning were interviewed to best understand the desired use for the parcel.
In reviewing the District’s Comprehensive Plan, it is apparent that the site located below surrounded by
the boundaries of Florida Avenue, Eckington Place and Q Street is zoned for mixed use “medium density
commercial” and “production, distribution, repair.” The comprehensive plan describing “Central
Washington Retail” details a need for land uses to “serve not only the regional market, but also the local
neighborhood market created by residential development within the area….this should include basic
consumer goods like drug stores, hardware stores and grocery stores…”
Further, “Small Area Plans” are used by the city to further detail desired land uses. The “North NoMa
Neighborhood - Small Area Plan” has indicated a vision of a neighborhood that serves “both residents
and commercial tenants.” Retail goals include, “limited neighborhood-serving retail, smaller scale uses
such as restaurants, coffee shops and cleaners. It has been detailed in the “North NoMa Small Area
Plan” and through verbal affirmation from city officials that retail uses such as a grocery or pharmacy
store, serving the Eckington, NoMa, Truxton Circle and Le Droit Park neighborhoods in addition to artist
studio or office would be accepted moving forward especially as NoMa transitions to a work/live
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neighborhood. As such, Phase II of the 50 Florida Avenue development will include a retail component
such as a CVS Pharmacy or a Yes! Organic Market located on the ground floor.

II. Investment Alternatives
Institutional equity investors have been investigated and this may be of interest in three years as they
seek to place capital in real estate projects at a minimum of $5MM-$20MM. $17MM will be required for
the office condo scenario. Other larger, equity investors may not be as receptive. For example, CIM
Group, requires a minimum of $20MM and wish to invest in projects in markets that can feed off one
another in clusters, meaning investments are made in multiple asset classes in a particular market that
generate synergies with one another. In this situation, an office project can drive demand for a
multifamily project which in turn can push demand for a retail project. Returns for a development
project range from 15%-20% in strong economic times and 25%-30% in slower, more risky economic
times. Stabilized projects require a 9%-10% return unleveraged at a minimum 75% lease rate. Other
potential equity sources include the New Boston Fund, Westbrook Partners, JP Morgan and Goldman
Sachs. Their minimums are $5MM in a decent economic market. It should be noted that today, these
equity sources can buy CMBS bond notes at higher returns but with less risk. For example, one can
purchase a AAA bond = 500 bps + swap rate or a AA bond = 3,000 bps + swap rate. 10 year swaps =
3.60% for October 2009. Commercial Mortgage Alert’s November 13, 2009 issue has detailed CMBS
spreads as follows:
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50 Florida Avenue is a relatively small mixed-use project on the outer rim of the main NoMa market with
little room for immediate expansion due to XM Satellite’s utility building to the east and the Eckington
residential neighborhood to its west. For this reason, larger institutional investors have not expressed
great interest in the project. It should be noted that these institutional sources are now buying bond
notes at healthy returns and lower risk levels. But the investment landscape may be different in three
years and 50 Florida Avenue, if still able to attain a healthy IRR in 2014, may be a desired investment.
This investment will require private equity partners. At a minimum 10-20 investors will be required and
they wish to see returns of 8%-15% over the life of the investment. Wells Capital Company has
accumulated these resources from the completion of debt transactions over the past seven years while
a commercial mortgage and sales broker at Washington, DC’s Randall Hagner Commercial Real Estate
and J Street Development Companies. These individuals have expressed interest in placing capital in a
higher risk investment with the potential reward of the aforementioned returns upon the return of
stronger national and local economic fundamentals.
Risk Types:
The objective of investors is wealth maximization and as such there are numerous alternatives. The
prudent investor will investigate types of risk. They can be classified as follows:


Purchasing Power Risk

Inflation must be considered as a serious drain on buying power for the investor; that is, dollars are
worth more today than tomorrow. This risk reflects the fact that inflation will cause the investor to be
paid back with less valuable dollars and so the cost of goods and services tomorrow will cost more
tomorrow. According to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics’ the CPI percent change from October 2008
to October 2009 was -0.2%. While inflation is negative today due to soft economic activity and
unemployment, there is an argument that the excessive Federal spending (added money supply) may
spark inflation and thus the deterioration of U.S. dollar value. To defend against inflation and this
draining of dollar value, real estate may be a good hedge. If a landlord can attain a signed lease for a
tenant for 10-15 years with annual escalations, these rent increases will; in essence, protect that
investment from inflation or at least keep up with it. Of course operating costs will escalate as well but
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the incremental increase in rents minus these operating costs might still hedge against this inflation risk
and thus protect an investor’s dollars. As highlighted below from Modern Real Estate, real estate is a
strong hedge compared to other investments during a recession and periods of high inflation.



Business Risk

There is the potential that an investment’s cash flow will not be sufficient to justify an investment is
referred to as business risk. This risk can be broken into two categories. First, management must be able
to maximize rents through properly maintaining and repairing the asset, collecting rents on time and
controlling operating expenses. Second, market changes must be minimized by choosing a strong
market for the particular chosen product-type mix as well as having a thorough understanding of the
risks of future competition, transportation changes, traffic patterns and potential changes in
demographics. Note that 50 Florida Avenue is located in a highly trafficked artery to and from NE
Washington, DC, as well as being located one block from another major District artery bringing worked
to and from the city via New York Avenue, the direct artery to Route 50 and I-295 (access to Baltimore,
MD and I-95)


Financial Risk

The value of equity invested estate is maximized through the use of debt. The greater the leverage the
greater the returns if property values continue to climb; however, this is a double edged sword, as a
large amount of debt can prove a great burden on the investor if property values decline and the
investor is unable to cover debt service payments. In this scenario, risk is elevated. It should be noted
that 50 Florida Avenue will be financed with fixed rate debt to lessen interest rate risk associated with a
floating rate loan.


Liquidity Risk

Real estate investing by its nature is an investment that ties up equity capital unless the property value
increases rapidly and the investor can refinance at an aggressive loan to value ratio and thus “take out”
their equity investment. This scenario was prevalent in the past five years with rapid asset appreciation
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in certain markets; however, normal times prove real estate to be an illiquid asset, not easily convertible
to cash without sacrificing price. As a result, liquidity risk is usually high with real estate investing.
Current Alternatives:
What should an investor expect from investment alternatives? There are many investment
opportunities for an investor with varying risk premiums. These opportunities include money market
investments (T-bills, CDs, and currencies), equity securities (stocks), fixed income securities (treasury
notes, municipal bonds, corporate bonds and mortgage backed securities), derivatives (options and
futures) and residential and commercial real estate (also REITS).
First, the concept of interest rate and risk should be addressed. This has been detailed in Investments.
Supply, demand, government actions and the expected rate of inflation determine the real interest rate.
That is, the nominal interest rate or the return from a time deposit guaranteeing a particular return is
then reduced by that of inflation to get to the real rate. For this reason CPI (consumer price index) must
be accurately determined moving forward to best understand the growth rate of one’s purchasing
power. As inflation increases, investors will demand higher nominal rates of return on investments. This
higher rate is required to maintain the expected return on their investment.
r  R - i (real interest rate = nominal interest rate - inflation)
Investors look to treasury bills, money market funds and bank savings accounts for safe, “risk-free”
returns. As such, these investments carry a risk fee rate but those investments that carry greater risk will
provide a risk premium for investors. This premium is based on risk of the instruments or assets.
Low risk investments include a money market fund which yields from 0%-.25%/year today, bank savings
accounts yield from .10%-1.55%/year, a 10 year treasury note yields 3.41%/year, the typical AAA 10 year
maturing municipal bond yields 3.30%/year and a 5 year CD averages 2.25%/year (most banks are not
offering 10 year CD’s due to current interest rate risk).

U.S. Treasury Bond Yield Curve as of 10/17/09:
10 year Treasury yield = 3.41%.


U.S. Municipal Bond Yields as of 10/17/09: 10 Year
yield = 3.30%.

Equity Markets

Equity markets can be very risky but also lucrative if bought and sold in a timely manner or if the
investor has time to ride the dips in markets.
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To date, the Dow Jones industrial market index has lost over 30% of its value since mid-2007. Equities
might serve to be risky in the next few years as corporate earnings are lagging, the government is in
gridlock regarding the health care bill, and banks continue to fail at a steady rate. Further
unemployment is nearing 10% nationwide. Some economic data does indicate that the recession, as
Federal Reserve Chief, Ben Bernanke noted in October 2009, “…has likely ended.”

Dow Jones Industrial Average, historic 10 years to: 10/15/09.


Bonds

Proper comparables must be used when making capital investment decisions. Real estate is a high risk
investment and as such, similar investment vehicles must be researched. Corporate high yield and junk
bonds rated by S&P and Moody’s have coupons of 5%-10% but if interest rates continue to decline,
these bond prices (and subsequent returns) will increase substantially as can be seen in the chart below
for year 2009. If the investor believes interest rates are to decline, bonds are a wise investment due to
resulting price increases. It is believed that inflation will take hold of the U.S. economy due to excessive,
recent government spending, in addition to a slowing down of recent Treasury bond purchases leading
to potential interest rate increase and bond devaluation.
FINRA TRACE Corporate Bonds: 52 Week End: 10/15/09

Returns due to price increase (yield decrease)

Yields
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Commercial Mortgage Backed Securities (CMBS)

These are mortgages that are securitized into bonds whose payments are generated from the monthly
rental payments of the assets. High unemployment, low demand for products and services have lead to
lower industry and service production, thus companies are downsizing and demand for office space is on
the decline. This coupled with highly leveraged assets and declining property values have led to
increasing vacancy rates and increased debt default rates. In October 2009, Barclay’s Capital reported
that CMBS credit performance has deteriorated at a steady pace. The rate of delinquency for more than
30 days rose to a 4.76% as loss severity continued to rise across all real estate sectors in September
2009. As a result, the risk for these bonds is high as are the returns. See below: A 10 year AAA fixed rate
CMBS note = Swap rate (360 bps) + 525 bps = 8.85%.

Swaps = 3.60% as of 10/15/09


Mutual Funds

One can hedge against potential losses on individual investment vehicles by investing in mutual funds
that invest in certain instruments such as money market, bond, equity, fixed income, currency, index or
specialized sector funds. In this way an investor can invest in a mix of securities under one umbrella
managed by a company thus making it easy for investors to allocate assets across market sectors. See
blow for examples of such funds. Again, the greater the risk, the higher the returns, as can be seen with
the New Asia Fund returns which earned 18.98% over ten years.
Of course returns are not guaranteed as can be seen with the Equity Index Fund, labeled “medium risk,”
which lost 37% in 2008 and averaged only .39% over 10 years. The other examples demonstrate the
concept of diversified risk and return further. T. Rowe Price’s International Equity Index Fund, rated as
high risk, averaged 3.68% over eight years, while the low risk U.S. Bond Index fund averaged a strong
5.48% over eight years. What does this say about investing? Diversification is paramount and one is not
100% protected from market fluctuations worldwide in the equity or bond markets.
15
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Companies located in: China, Hong Kong,
India, Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines,
Singapore, South Korea, Taiwan,
Thailand, Pakistan and Vietnam.
10 year average = 18.98%
Risk: VERY HIGH

S&P 500 stocks/Large-cap U.S stocks
10 year average = .39%
Risk: MEDIUM

Dev. countries index: UK, Japan. Pac. Rim
8 year average = 3.68%
Risk: HIGH

Barclays Capital U.S. Aggregate Index/
U.S. Investment grade bonds
8 year average = 5.48%
Risk: LOW

*Source: March 1, 2009 - T. Rowe Price Index Fund Report
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REITS

Real Estate REITS are a final alternative to residential and commercial investment. Today they are an
attractive investment if bought at the beginning of 2009. Returns have appreciated as REITS have been
successful at raising capital and investing in assets at lower historical prices.
They are the third largest asset class available to investors outside debt and equity. REITS were created
by Congress in 1960 as a way for an investor to participate in the investment of large scale, income
producing real estate assets without taking on the direct management risk of operating these assets.
Instead they buy stock in a trust holding many different assets. Over fifty years, the U.S. real estate
investment trust (REIT) industry has become an important segment of the U.S. economy and investment
markets. U.S. REITs have seen their equity market capitalization grow from $90BB to about $200BB in
the past 10 years. Investors enjoy not only potential price appreciation but 90 percent of taxable income
from these REITs is distributed to shareholders in the form of dividends. REIT returns enjoyed a premium
over equities from 2002-2008 with real dividend yields at an average of 1.06%/year and annual yields in
2009 of 5.07%. It should be noted that per the “NAREIT US Real Estate Index Series” data, riskier REIT
indexes such as Mortgage REITS and Hybrid REITS have yielded between 14%-15% in 2009.
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Commercial Real Estate:
This asset class has historically averaged healthy returns for equity investors and debt investors alike.
Capitalization rates or that rate of return for a particular year of the investment hold (NOI/value = r)
have generally reflected the appropriate risk for asset classes; however, I would argue that these rates
plummeted in the past 5 years due to cheap financing and excessive tenant demand due to a strong
economy and as a result, investor demand due to increased asset valuations, thus pushing annual
returns to low levels that did not reflect the risk of operating the assets. A history of these rates can be
seen in the chart labeled, “NCREIF Cap Rates.”
Returns from commercial assets are derived from their net
operating incomes. That said, many factors and risks are
involved in determining this figure. Revenue based on
tenant’s rent may fluctuate based on area economic
factors, individual business operations and ability for
ownership to maintain and attract strong tenants.
Operating cost risks vary depending on the lease but
typically, the landlord is responsible for paying most of the
operating expenses up front and then collecting
reimbursements from tenants. Risk from fluctuations in tax,
utilities, repairs/maintenance and management expenses can decrease the net operating income and
lower the value of a property. Finally, economic disruptions may lower demand for real estate and
decrease bid prices for assets. Commercial real estate investing rests at the top of the high risk/expected
return matrix for investors and should be treated with the great due diligence. As can be seen in the
below graph, today’s vacancy rates are increasing and historical capital returns for commercial property
has dropped drastically in 2008. Values are only now starting to potentially rise.
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III. Development Program
There has been massive office and residential development over the past 4 years in the NoMa market of
Washington, DC. Much of this has been speculative. The parcel is unique in that it is located within the
NoMa market and thus it enjoys the positive buzz that has followed office development. The exception
is the government services tenants that have served as a demand anchor for the market to date. Today,
most of these buildings and lots stand vacant due to a high supply of Class A office product waiting for
the economy to improve and subsequently, the credit freeze to loosen, allowing for greater office
demand and the return of construction financing for new development. As can be seen from the chart
below, NoMa has a large supply of retail, residential, hotel in addition to office. As previously noted the
office buildings delivered are standing vacant, except for those with GSA tenants.
50 Florida Avenue must meet the desires of the immediate neighborhood and offer a supply of product
that does not already exist in NoMa. Student housing plus neighborhood retail is the primary
development goal but it must be highlighted again: the market must be re-reviewed after three years to
ensure that this is the best product mix.
Today the parcel is a great risk for the developer who believes he can buy, attain construction financing,
secure tenants and attain competitive rents. The market will not support this as can be seen in NoMa’s
demand glut today. But it may be an opportune time for a consortium of buyers to make an offer to a
motivated seller for a building that can serve an income producing function for three years and then
when the financing and economic environment have improved, attain the necessary construction
financing to build a building at maximum density and serve the residential and potential market demand
of the neighborhood. This will be detailed in the Market Analysis section of the report.
The development program will be done in two phases to best work with the economic environments of
today and the perceived future.
Phase I - Existing Structure:
First, Phase I will be a mixed-use, retail/artist housing redevelopment of the existing structure or
possibly held as a warehouse. The existing structure is a three-story, 60,000 square foot (20,000 SF foot
print) warehouse structure with 5,000 square feet used as retail/ice distribution. The new uses of the
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current building will attempt to meet the demands of today. It has been estimated that the total usable
square feet will be 85% of the total. The uses for a retail/artist housing scenario are as follows:






Floor 1: 5,000 SF - Convenience store/delicatessen
Floor 1: 6,283 SF - Warehouse/Storage
Floor 1: 6,283 SF - Warehouse/Storage
Floor 2: 16,720 SF - Artist live/work studio (to be broken up into 8 - 2,090 SF studios)
Floor 3: 16,720 SF - Artist live/work studio (to be broken up into 8 - 2,090 SF studios)

The 5,000 SF convenience store use will entail minimal tenant improvements as this is its present day
use. The existing store’s lease is month to month and will be terminated so as to sign a more upscale
user who will serve the existing and new residential demand for a bodega with beer, wine, delicatessen,
home supplies and fast food uses. The two existing 6,283 floor bays will be leased to catering businesses
who seek temporary warehouse space in the District but near major ingress, egress points to reach
customers within the District but also along the Baltimore Corridor and along Route 50. They need truck
access with zero build out.
The artist studios must be divided into 16 units over 2 floors. They are to be in the style of bare
minimum lofts with bathrooms for each plus insulated walls with exposed venting for heat and air.
These costs will be detailed in the Financial Section of the report.
Zoning requires 1 space of parking per residential unit (16 spaces) and 1 spot per 3,000 gross square feet
of warehouse space. This totals 4 spaces (12,566 gross warehouse SF/3,000 = 4.18 spaces). For small
retail or service establishment, it is required that there be 1 space per 750 SF over 3,000 SF (5,000-3,000
= 2,000/750 = 3 spaces). There are 45 existing spaces on the site, allowing for an oversupply of 22
spaces. This lot will be restriped to account for updated parking and warehouse truck ingress and egress.
In summary, if not used solely as a warehouse, Phase I will require minimal build out and capital
investment as sewer, fire and telecommunications lines are already in place. Additional power and
water will be required however, as will costs associated with the build out of the artist space,
environmental surveys, permits and architect/engineering expenses. Again, Phase I is a “hold and
redevelop strategy” and is a means to acquiring a property located in a highly trafficked location that
will enjoy growing demand as the economy improves. Further, it is a location that is well served by the
planned office, residential and retail product in NoMa as well as it close proximity to Metro.
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Phase II - New Structure:
Phase II will occur at or shortly after year three of the initial investment hold period. The new
development will replace the existing 60,000 square feet structure and in its place will be constructed, a
162,000 square foot mixed-used planned unit development (PUD) so as to take advantage of an
increased height allocation, adding another 30 feet of the existing “by right,” 60 foot height limitation.
This totals 90 feet in height. Further, floor plates will be increased from 20,000 square feet to 27,000
square feet to take advantage of the 4.0 floor area ratio (FAR), providing for maximum density. An
underground parking garage will be constructed to account for 135 cars (this may be reduced by 50%
with city approval). This is in accordance with the DC parking codes and discussions with District
transportation officials. It should be noted that a “Traffic Impact Analysis” will be ordered to aid in the
final determination and approval of parking requirements.
The new structure will have 6 floors at a total of 71.5 feet in height. This is calculated as follows: Floor 1
(retail) will be 10’ in height plus a .75’ concrete floor and 2’ for electric, HVAC and plumbing ducts. The
remaining five floors will have a height of 9’, also with a .75’ floor and 2’ allotted for electric, HVAC and
plumbing. The base floor will consist of 27,000 square feet of retail. CVS and Wallgreens have been
contacted and this location and space may be desirable for such tenants. These companies are between
rated AA and BBB+ rated by Moody’s and Standard and Poor’s rating agencies. They also are agreeable
to triple net leases, placing the risk of operating expenses directly to the lessee. A local food market is
also in demand by the District of Columbia for this location. As such, a Yes! Organic Market or Trader
Joes would also be a desirable tenant.
The remaining 5 floors will serve the most appropriate demand in 2014-2023. Class A office product is in
oversupply in NoMa but Bernstein Management Corporation successfully renovated a 50,000 square
foot former industrial property at 118 Q Street, NE into Class B office studios in 2002. These are being
leased to office tenants in the high $20/SF range (NNN). NoMa’s Class A office space asking rents are in
the $40-$45 range, thus a well located office asset in NoMa for half these rents might generate demand
in three years. Further, office condominiums have had some popularity in DC for the past three years
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due to low borrowing rate, city bond financing. There might be a demand for such product if the rental
space is absorbed and lease rates increase upon an economic recovery. Current sales are in the $350$450/SF sales range with $50 allocated for tenant improvements. Again, the demand may not exist for
such uses due to current and future oversupply but these are potential options.
A final potential use for the remaining five floors is student/intern housing. The model used for this use
is derived from The Washington Center, an independent organization serving national and international
universities, providing students internship opportunities in Washington, DC. They are currently
constructing a 140,000 square foot, 95 unit residential project located at 1001 3rd Street, NE for these
students.
In speaking with Dr. Hassan Minor, Howard University’s Senior Vice President of Strategic Planning,
Operations & External Affairs, I have found that currently, all housing needs are being met by Howard
University and neighboring universities Gallaudet and George Washington. It is conceivable that these
schools may have interest in over flow housing if enrollment increases and there is a need for additional
housing. Despite today’s lack of demand for such a use, it is necessary to analyze the scenario for
potential future demand.
It has been estimated that the total usable square feet will be 85% of the total to account for
stairways/elevators and corridors. The uses for this mixed use project are as follows:






Floor 1: 27,000 SF - Retail
Floor 2: 20,250 SF - Residential (Alternative: Office/Office Condo)
Floor 3: 20,250 SF - Residential (Alternative: Office/Office Condo)
Floor 4: 20,250 SF - Residential (Alternative: Office/Office Condo)
Floor 5: 20,250 SF - Residential (Alternative: Office/Office Condo)

Initially, underground parking will be required for a maximum of 180 with the student housing product
and a minimum of 97 cars with the office product solution. A parking requirement exception will be
applied for and as a result, required parking of 180 cars can be reduced by 25%-50% due to the fact that
the asset is within 800 feet of metro and is anticipated to be designated at a PUD. As such, an estimate
of 130 spaces over two levels will be required. It should be noted that during conversations with Mr.
Travis Porter of the Department of Zoning, it was emphasized that the city favors public transportation.
A parking exception could reach 50% for this project requiring only 90 spaces.
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Parking Estimates:

In summary, the 162,000 structure will require added power and water to support a potential housing or
office build out. The market will determine the use of the top five floors but it is assumed that office or
student housing will serve as the primary use of the mixed-use project. Phase II will serve as the means
to creating value from the construction of a structure in a high growth market that will serve a particular
demand. The rents or sales (if office condo) will determine the value and it is assumed that a sale (if
rental scenario) at the end of the hold period will generate a potential return for my investors.

IV. Site and Property Description
The parcel is well situated at 50 Florida Avenue, NE just west of the major intersection at New York
Avenue. This is important as New York Avenue is a direct artery for those traveling to and from
downtown Washington DC from the Baltimore Washington Parkway, Route 50 and eventually to I-495
via I-295. This gateway to Washington feed into Florida Avenue which leads commuters to and from NW
Washington, DC.
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Access and Egress:
Access to the site is through two entry and exit ways. The first entrance and exit is off of Florida Avenue
and the second is via Florida Avenue at the former Porter Street access. The preferred ingress and
egress for those traveling east and west on Florida Avenue will be from what I will refer to as the “retail”
access. This will be at the front of the property and will allow cars wishing to shop to enter and exit at
this point to use the front parking lot. Parking will serve short term shoppers. The second entrance will
serve the residential and potential office users. This entrance will be 75 yards northwest of the retail
entrance and will allow for access to and from the underground parking lot. A required “Traffic Impact
Analysis” will be conducted to better understand this new access and egress point. This location is traffic
heavy and thus it has been directed from the District Government that a new traffic signal and
appropriate pedestrian striping will need to be added by the developer at a cost of $200,000-$300,000.
While appropriate parking will be provided for all potential uses; specifically, that being an office or
office condominium use (if the market should support), it is assumed that the District will reduce parking
requirements by 25%-50% of that required in the zoning code. This has been verified by conversations
with representatives at the District Zoning Commission and the Department of Transportation (DDOT).
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See below for access and egress points for Phase I and II of the project. Note that there is risk of
congestion at both points due to traffic flow to and from the main entrance and underground garage. It
is anticipated that that new traffic signals will alleviate this problem to a lesser degree.

Phase I

Phase II

50 Florida Avenue, NE
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Subject view front 1 (north)

Subject view rear (north)

Subject view front 2 (north)

Subject view east side

Subject view west

Subject view west

View west: Florida/NY Ave.

View east: Florida Ave
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The transportation network for the subject property is excellent and will prove a strong amenity for
tenants and customers. The 90, 92, 93 and x3 Metro Buses run east and west on Florida Avenue,
providing direct access to NE and NW Washington. The Red line Metro can be accessed 3.5 blocks from
the subject site thus providing access to the entire city. Union Station is one stop from the New York
Avenue station and is a 15 minute walk from the subject. Here, access is provided to MARC and AMTRAK
transportation. Again, the proximity to Metro public transportation will allow for a forgiveness of
parking for the project. See below for public transportation detail:

The surrounding neighborhood can be separated into two sections:



Immediate, residential neighborhoods.
The commercial, NoMa market.

Residential Neighborhood:
The immediate residential neighborhood is comprised of Eckington to the north, Truxton Circle to the
west, Le Droit Park to the northwest, Gallaudet to the east and the future, residential NoMa
neighborhood to the southeast. These leafy residential neighborhoods surrounding the subject are
comprised of middle and working class residents inhabiting early 20th century row houses who have
surprisingly limited retail amenities. As such, the city has expressed great interest in providing such for
the community and as a result, will most likely welcome a PUD plan for the 50 Florida Avenue site
(demographics will be detailed in the “Marketing” section).
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Examples of neighboring residential market: Quincy Place, NE - “Eckington”
In describing the surrounding neighborhood in the context of the project and the plan for an anchor
retail tenant, it is important to detail District, “Small Area Plan.” These plans supplement the District’s
Comprehensive Plan by providing greater detailed direction for city block, corridor and neighborhood
development. These plans allow citizens to develop the future shape of their communities though
identifying gaps and opportunities in city services and resources deployed at the neighborhood level.
These studies create a recommendation to help in the future development of a market, specifically, how
retail, office and housing will be handled. In short, these plans put the community at the driver’s seat of
the city vision and in turn, help to establish goals which lead to action items to make it a reality.
The NoMA Vision Plan and Development Strategy,
completed in October 2006 has been submitted to the
DC Council for adoption as a Small Area Plan. The draft
for the North NoMa neighborhood has called for a
strong vision. As is stated in the plan, “strong
connections to the Ekington neighborhood at the
northern end of NoMa suggest the importance of
residential development with neighborhood-serving
retail for both residents and commercial tenants in the
transition to the larger scale, commercial structures
along Florida and New York Avenues.” The land mix is
detailed as follows:
Land Mix:





Moderate, medium and high densities
Commercial-residential and light industrial mix with larger scale, commercial-residential mix
along tracks
Larger scale, more commercial and light industrial character closer to Florida Ave./NY Ave
intersection
Smaller scale, more residential character closer to northern boundaries and existing residential
fabric.
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Considering the descriptions, the demand for retail by the city and community is evident.
The commercial/office market of NoMa is to be considered the future, northeast Washington, DC
gateway. As such, it is an important economic and demand driver for the 50 Florida Avenue project. As
described in the executive summary, development in NoMa over the past three years has been
monumental. Unfortunately the market has subdued the demand for this market but it is predicted that
this will re-emerge as a desired residential and office destination in the next three to five years. As such,
it must be detailed.
NoMa Neighborhood:
NoMa, a former industrial area is striving to be a 24 hour mixed-use neighborhood with more than 20
million square feet of new development planned over the next 3+ years. As noted, the market is
centered by the New York Station Metro stop to its north and Union Station to its south. Public
transportation is key to this community as it allows for a transit oriented mixed-used solution to those
seeking an urban live and work environment. Currently, two strong companies inhabit the market. XM
Satellite Radio and the U.S. Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms. The Department of Justice is to
follow in 2010. Multifamily construction is being completed at the southeast section of the market today
with 1,300 total residences planned over the entire NoMa market. 100,000 SF of total retail product will
follow as more office is leased and residents follow, seeking goods and services.
Today, the market is in a hold pattern due to the state of the economy and subsequently the capital
markets (credit is tight). This is anticipated to change in the coming years. As it does and companies
expand, they will hire and need space to conduct business. NoMa will be a choice market due to
proximity to public transport, Capitol Hill and major arteries to neighboring cities such as Baltimore as
well as suburban Maryland and Virginia communities.
V. Market Analysis
Washington, DC continues to grow. It is a rapidly changing city especially due to the current economy
and past job growth in the region. While growth has slowed, opportunity still thrives in the District. In
the past, this job growth grew the city tax base and helped provide money for infrastructure, needed
residential options, office space and retail to support the growing population. High financing leverage of
the mid to late 2000’s coupled with job growth promoted construction in former industrial areas and
underutilized land was transformed to higher, better uses.
Today, the country is experiencing the highest unemployment rate in 26 years and fiscal tightening is the
norm for private companies. The District, while tightening its fiscal belt too, still boosts lesser
unemployment at 6.0% (District-Arlington-Alexandria MSA-Aug. 2009) than the nation which, according
to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (Oct. 2009) is at 10.2%. It is still the source of jobs and will continue
to be so when the country emerges from the recession.
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Metropolitan-DC Trends:
The District will see a time of change in the next decade. According to Section IV of the District Office of
Planning’s “Florida Avenue Market Study - Small Area Plan”, dated: June 2009, vehicle use is down by 4%
since 2007 and there has been an increase in public transit ridership by 6% since 2007. As oil prices
increase, public transit ridership should increase as well. This new behavior trend in how people
commute for work and pleasure will serve as a map to how developments are created. Density will
increase near major public transportation hubs such as Metro. Walking and biking will also increase. In
short, people will want to avoid long commutes and be closer to city centers or their places of
employment. They will want housing and retail choices nearby as well. As such, the District has tailored
and continues to tailor their comprehensive and small area plans to account for this shift in urban
demand. The NoMa Plan and NE Gateway are attempts to concentrate investment potential to meet
government and community priorities. Per the 2006 Comprehensive Plan, these plans are created to
“guide long-range development, stabilize and improve neighborhoods. Achieve citywide goals and attain
economic and community benefits.” Specifically, the NoMa Plan of 2007, which includes the subject
property, encourages mixed use development that while respecting the historic preservation of such
properties, also promotes new uses for land such as office, retail and residential and encourages the
construction of properties to support tourism, urban design and a pedestrian friendly environment.
In short, through conversations with city officials from the Office of Zoning, Office of the Deputy Major,
Department of Transportation and the Office of Planning plus through the inspection of the “NoMa
Small Area Plan,” the District’s “Comprehensive Plan” and “Future Land Map,” it is evident that the city
wants development that encourages density and provides services for the community. Gateways to the
District have also been highlighted for such purposes.
The trade area for the property is to include what was described in the “Site and Property Description,”
being the immediate neighborhoods in a 1-2 mile radius of the subject, plus the commercial NoMa
market. These are highlighted for the retail component of the project in Phase II. The remaining uses of
student housing and potential office will reflect the broader economic demands of the city and region.
This will include an inspection of the office market and student housing demands.
On a macro scale, the trade areas are the business and residential neighborhoods of the District. On a
micro-level, the trade area includes the immediate neighborhoods of the subject. See below:
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Submarket Map

Immediate Market Map

Product Supply Alternatives:
In defining the profit maximizing use for 50 Florida Avenue, it is imperative to understand the
development options for the site. In short, what are the alternative uses? C-M-2 zoning allows for
commercial uses, thus hotel and office uses were investigated plus the potential use as parking for buses
or taxi cabs.


Office

The overall office market in Washington has been strong but has succumbed to oversupply and
disintegrating economic factors over the past year. This has resulted in rent compression and it is now a
“tenant’s market,” meaning that they have a great supply of product and the upper hand in new lease
negotiations as landlords struggle to keep income flowing into their investments. Rent concessions have
been popular and subleases have increased. There has been a 123% increase in sublet space year over
year to 1.9MM square feet, accounting for 1.6% of the total District inventory compared with .8% one
year ago.
By the end of 2009, the District will report the largest amount of new product in the city’s history. To
date, a total of 5.1 million square feet is now under construction and almost 4.6 million square feet of
new product has been delivered, of which 27% was committed upon completion which means the
balance is either vacant or in the process of being leased. This will be tough with so many options
available to tenants today. Overall vacancy for the District should be 12.5% by year end.
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Asking rents have continued to decline to $48.16 as building owners respond to the increase in office
supply. It should be noted that this was a 9.1% decline from the $52.83 asking rate from one year ago.
While the city is experiencing negative absorption, NoMa has not been able to fight this trend. While the
existing data from CBRE’s Q3 MarketView report shows NoMa at a 16% vacancy, this only includes
completed properties. It is more accurate to review existing buildings and those properties being
delivered in the next three years to understand the real vacancy rate and as such, the amount of supply
in the market serving as future, potential completion to 50 Florida Avenue.

Total office square footage in existence plus that to be delivered in 2011-2012 (note: uncertainly of true
delivery due to unstable capital markets and pre-leasing requirements) is 7.7 million square feet. Space
that is currently occupied and that which is preleased to government entities, namely space located at
Constitution Square (1.4MM SF) equals, 2.2MM square feet. As such, there is 5.5 million square feet of
Class A and B space to be delivered and absorbed in the next five years if in fact, it can even be
delivered.
Class A space is not an option for 50 Florida Avenue at this time due to over-supply in NoMa. The only
potential option that exists is that of Class B space at competitive rates for those wishing to be near the
center of NoMa if the market should prove popular in the next few years. It is possible that 50 Florida
Avenue could deliver space at rental rates below the $40-$45/SF currently on the market today. For
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example, Bernstein Management Corporation’s 60,000 square foot warehouse space rehabilitation of
100-140 Q Street in 2000, located just off of Florida Avenue is a success example. They are 100%
occupied and receive rents in the high $20’s NNN. Class B office space may be in demand in the future
and as such, a financial analysis is detailed in the “Financial” section of the memorandum.
Further, office condominiums may be back in demand in a few years with the help of the District’s bond
financing program for non-profit organizations seeking below market rates for purchase financing of
such condominiums. If supply is absorbed and rents increase, the purchase of office condominiums for
the purpose of taking advantage of interest deductions on taxes coupled with anticipated value
increases may make demand for such investments a desired use for 50 Florida Avenue.
According to Olivia Shay-Byrne, a lawyer at Reed Smith in Washington, DC who has worked with several
nonprofits seeking to buy office condominiums, Washington, DC has 1,904 associations, occupying 14.8
million square feet. 1,148 of them are in Washington's central business district, demonstrating a
demand for the District location by non-profit and association users. As such, District bond financing has
historically been available to these buyers making it a favorable alternative to leasing. Again, the market
will determine this demand in the future. A financial analysis has been conducted for this use and is
detailed in the “Financial” section of this memorandum.


Hotel

Washington, DC is fast becoming the international city and I believe it will take its rightful place as a
destination not only for those seeking to view the monuments, but also for cultural attractions, art,
music and retail. It will be a destination for conferences, office travelers and vacationers. Budget hotels
will be in demand within the District. 50 Florida Avenue, while a strong location for a limited service
hotel, is a weak choice due to the recent supply in the immediate market.
In conducting field research, I drove the mile radius of the subject to find six main competitors for
business and leisure travel. I spoke with the manager at each hotel to attain room rates.
1. Courtyard Marriott, located at 1325 2nd Avenue, NE next to the New York Avenue Metro Station (218
rooms - $150 - $200/night).
2. Howard Johnson Hotel (30 Rooms - $99/night) at 500 New York Avenue, NE.
3. Quality Inn by Choice Hotels at 501 New York Avenue, NE (79 Rooms - $129/night). These cater to low
budget travelers and are listed in international travel guides at downtown destinations near Metro. As
such, international “back packers” and U.S. road travelers frequent these hotels.
4. Comfort Inn Suites at 1600 New York Avenue, NE (136 Rooms - $109/night) is situated about .50 miles
from the subject and not located near any amenities or shopping.
5. Fairfield Inn Marriott at 2305 New York Avenue, NE (156 Rooms - $109-$189/night, Suites - $200$300/night)
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6. Holiday Inn Express just next door to the Fairfield Inn at 1917 Bladensburg Road, NE (126 Rooms $199/night) offer travelers convenient lodging just off of Route 50 and Route 295 (Washington
Baltimore Parkway).
These hotels have fared well and managers have indicated that 3-4 nights of
65%-75% + occupancy were common. This may be attributed to tourists and
business travelers seeking close proximity to the city with access to public
transportation to get further downtown without the worry of traffic. This trend;
however, was decreasing and it was forecast that occupancies and revenue per
available room would decelerate over the next 2-3 years. See Hotel Horizons,
RevPar chart: (Sept-Nov. 2009)
The current room supply in the entire Washington, DC market is 99,641 rooms.
Of that, 26% are listed among the “upper-price brand” profile. 11% are classified
as “lower-priced brands” with 30% of supply in the pipeline. See chart below for complete Washington,
D.C. market profile.

Washington, DC holds 25% of the entire Metro-DC market with a current total of 24,512 rooms over 91
properties. The “lower-priced” sector of the market comprises only 2.2% of the entire Metro-DC market
while the “upper-priced” sector totals 24% of the entire Metro-DC market. It should be noted that only
8.3% of the DC market hotel rooms are listed as “lower-priced,” with 91.6% of the DC market hotel
rooms listed as “upper-priced.”
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Again, the location at 50 Florida Avenue points to this demand but the risk is high with so many options
in the immediate vicinity. A limited service, while I believe holds promise for the DC market, is not the
proper option for the 50 Florida Avenue location.


Bus/Cab Parking

The site as a use for excess Greyhound bus or taxi cab parking was investigated. According to
neighboring developers, it is estimated that rent for such a use would be 5% of appraised land value
annually. It was assumed that $100/SF would be a reasonable figure to value the land. Calculations are
as follows: Land = 40,000 SF x $100 = $4MM. Rent at 5% of $4MM = $200,000. Debt service of 7%,
interest only for a loan of $4MM is $280,000. The annual debt service of $280,000 exceeds the annual
rent of $200,000, thus this use is not an option.
Demand Analysis:
To understand the demand for the two phases of the 50 Florida Avenue project, it is important to rehighlight the reasoning for the product mix of both phases. First, it has been demonstrated that the
supply of office and hotel is too large for such uses. The mix of warehouse, retail, artist housing and
student housing will comprise the entire mix of uses based on current demand for such uses in the
marketplace. This will be highlighted in five sections.


Warehouse

In conducting an analysis for a 2 mile radius of industrial properties from 10,000-20,000 square feet, 9%
were vacant at an average rental rate of $10.00 NNN. According to Costar’s - Q3 Industrial/Warehouse
report, the overall commercial warehouse vacancy rate for Washington is 12.8% with negative
absorption in three of the last four quarters. It should be noted that the 2 mile radius vacancy of 9% is
better than the retail vacancy of 12% in a 1 mile radius of the subject and 23% vacancy in office product
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in a .75 mile radius. While vacancies continue to increase city-wide, warehouse demand in a 2 mile
radius of the subject may be the best solution to generating income for the property in the short run (23 years). Supply of these tenants may be greater than retail or office.
The logic here is that while demand is down overall, the most cost efficient way to lease some of the
space would be to find a user in need of immediate space within the District lines. Lincoln Property
Group has since leased 20,000 square feet to law firms and a book publisher seeking space to house
documents but at minimal rents of $2.00/SF. They have been unsuccessful in finding demand for larger
warehouse users to date.
I have found a user interested in 20,000 square feet through O’Neill Realty Advisors willing to pay
$9.00/SF for three years. They are to use the space to prepare 15,000 meals a day for a local catering
business. They require a minimum of 16,000 square feet, at least three loading bays and open space for
10-15 employees. They wish to commence the lease in January of 2010. This would be an ideal tenant
for the first floor of 50 Florida Avenue and discussions are taking place with this potential tenant.
It should be highlighted that the financial analysis of the project has indicated that warehouse use is a
favorable immediate use for the subject as it needs minimal capital investment and it yields a 5%
average annual yield if it can be 100% leased.
The risk with the warehouse leasing scenario lies with strong competition from warehouse space
outside the District lines in Prince George’s County and along the Route 295 corridor between Baltimore
and Washington. According to Kasey Hughes, a Vice President with Transwestern’s Columbia, MD
leasing office, NNN rents are between $5.00-$8.50/SF in these markets. These rates are lower than the
$9.00/SF NNN that 50 Florida Avenue will need to receive so as to ensure a successful three year hold
that covers debt service while delivering a return.
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Office

As discussed in the “Product Supply Section,” there is minimal demand for office space in this market at
this time. Vacancy in a .75 mile radius of the subject is 23%. Office may be considered as a use in three
years if there is demand, especially for office condominiums as they yield a strong return but today it is
not an option due to oversupply.



Retail

Retail space in the 1 mile radius of 50 Florida Avenue is also experiencing vacancies of 12% but this
seems to be declining. Retail may be a strong solution in three years time when the economic
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fundamentals return to the nation. Rents are stronger than warehouse rents at an average of $44.00
NNN.

The District’s Office of the Deputy Major has verbally supported the need for food and drug retail in the
market to support the Eckington, Le Droit and Truxton Circle neighborhoods. I have specifically spoken
to the department about CVS and food markets such as Yes! Organic Market and Trader Joes, which fit
with their views as to how they would like the market to evolve. Further, Jeff Bartko of CVS/Caremark
Real Estate has been contacted and while there is a CVS to open at 1100 First Street, NE, the traffic
count at the 50 Florida Avenue was attractive to CVS and it was communicated that in three years, they
would consider such a location with the “correct market fundamentals.” The location criteria are as
follows:







Highly visible - require pylon sign identity.
Easy access - with traffic control.
High traffic locations.
(Free standing) sites with drive-thru pharmacy capability, 1.5 - 2.0 acres.
Parking for 75 to 80 vehicles.
Minimum of 18,000 people in a trade area.

It should be noted that a traffic count of 36,800 cars per day and 1 mile radius population of 41,400 in
the trade area meets with CVS’s requirements. See below for local traffic count:
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Artist Housing

The subject property is an interesting site in that it is a well traveled artery in a neighborhood that is a
mix of residential and commercial uses and rests just two blocks from an office/retail/residential market
that will be in much demand when the economic drivers of the country return to normalcy. The demand
for warehouse is decent but not strong, retail demand is minimal currently and office and hotel demand
is minimal due to over-supply.
Conversations with the city have uncovered a demand for neighborhood retail and a use that will fit with
the fabric of the community while abiding by by-right uses. C-M zoned uses as matter of right include a
description of artist studio housing: “An apartment integrated with and accessory to an artist studio
shall be permitted as a matter of right in a C-M District; provided, occupancy of the apartment shall be
limited to the artist using the studio portion of the premises and the family of the artist.”
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The next three years will be a challenge for this site as a worthwhile investment. In seeking the best use
to generate the highest rents at a minimal cost for three years using the existing structure, artist housing
may be a solution. We can charge market rate rents of $9.00-$11.00/SF for 16, 2,090 square foot studios
and cover the debt service. According to www.city-data.com, average rents paid in the 20002 zip code
for a one bedroom apartment, assuming it being 500 square feet, is $10.80/SF or $450/month. These
rents exceed the average, $9.00/SF for warehouse space, which is the only reasonable alternative use
for 50 Florida Avenue and leasing to larger warehouse users is difficult due to a limited turning radius for
trailers on the existing parking lot.
The demand exists for artist housing according to Ann Corbett, Executive Director of the Cultural
Development Corporation, a Washington, DC based organization whose mission it is to, “create
opportunities for artists and arts organizations that stimulate economic development..”
From a business and real estate development perspective, they provide advocacy for artists and arts
organizations in addition to fostering sustainable economic development. They advocate capital
investment in “sound, meaningful arts facility projects and work closely with local government agencies
to ensure the inclusion of arts in plans, legislation and regulations.” They have built a reputation for
"brokering" space. Since 1998, they have brokered 17 arts space projects, totaling 164,000 square feet
of arts space development. In short, they are DC's clearinghouse for cultural facilities information and
maintain a database (estimated at 800) of arts space seekers that includes individual artists, arts-related
businesses and cultural organizations. This demand-side data collected from questionnaires and site
visits, combined with continued analysis of the metro area, steers their development. Finally, they serve
as consultants to developers, architects, owners and other real estate professionals for developing space
for arts uses such as theatres, galleries, museums, dance studios and artist housing. In this sector they
work with the District government, Main Street efforts, community development corporations, business
improvement districts and federal government agencies in order to match arts organizations with
development projects.
A key example of such housing sourced by the Cultural Development Corporation is The Cohen
Companies construction of Lorree Grand at Union Place, Phase I (230 K St., NE) in NoMa with a total of
212 units; of which, 30 have been designated artist studios to be completed by Q1, 2010. Phase II will
have a total of 500 units, and include 50 such artist units.
The demand for such housing with ample space for work (painting, sculpture) is in high demand in the
District according to the CDC. Northern Virginia Community College, the University of Maryland, George
Mason University, Howard University and the Corcoran College of Art and Design all offer advanced
degrees in art in and near the District. 16 2,090 square foot units located near Metro in the center of
Washington at rents of $11/SF should be in strong demand by students and professionals.
Artist housing is a creative use for this project. It is an approved by right use and as such the city would
be interested in its development coupled with local supporting retail. The problem will be lease rates. In
theory, artist space must be at low cost and at a maximum, priced at $11.00/SF but in order for
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ownership to cover debt payments, rates must be from $14.00-$15.00/SF. The demand for this cost is
minimal.


Student Housing

With the current lack of demand for office, office condo, 100% retail (The District will support mixed-use
but not a 100% retail project) and uncertainly over the ability to lease 100% to a warehouse user,
student housing was researched as an alternative.
Currently, Paradigm Development Company is filling the demand for non-profit based internship
programs and student housing through the development of a 140,000 square foot project at 1001 3 rd
Street, NE. The Washington Center for Internships and Academic Seminars will be leased as an
apartment building year round to Federal and private entity internship participants. It is estimated that
the 95 unit facility will serve about 1,200 students annually.
50 Florida Avenue can serve as a similar use through housing such students plus serve as an overflow
residence facility for neighboring schools, Gallaudet, Howard, Catholic, Trinity, George Washington and
Georgetown Universities.
The rents to be charged are based on the Washington Center model, detailed below:
Unit Type

No. of
Units

Efficiencies
1BR / 1 BA
2BR / 1 BA
2 BR / 2 BA
Total / Avg.

No. of
Beds

Beds / Unit
1
3
10
81
95

1
1
2
4

Ave.
Unit Size
1
3
20
324
348

442
578
725
1,026
974

Rent/Student
/Revenue Week

$

0
250
250
290
287

Student housing for 50 Florida Avenue would total 100, 1,147 square feet - 2 bed, 2 bath units on five
floors. Per the above calculations, minimum rents are as follows: $290 x 2 students= $580/week x 52
weeks = $30,160/1,026 SF = $29/SF. At a 3% increase per year over three years, rents to be charged by
ownership would equal: $32. This scenario achieved a 13% IRR.
VI. Development Issues
The process of evaluating a site for construction consists of conducting a Phase I environmental
assessment to evaluate any potential contamination of the soil due to past uses where oil, gasoline or
other environmentally hazardous material may rest. If there is any contamination found, a Phase II
remediation must be taken to rid the soil of contamination or provide direction for its removal.
Soil inspections through the use of borings will help to locate rock and water underground. The location
of these elements might add substantially to construction costs. These conditions must be understood
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as a two level underground parking structure it to be constructed as the foundation for the new six story
structure. It should be noted that the site is not in a flood plain, nor on a wetlands reserve.
Boundary and topographical surveys must be conducted prior to establishing the final master plan of the
project so as to illustrate the site’s relationship to the surrounding properties. This will also give accurate
legal descriptions, detailed distances and directions of the boundary lines. The title commitment letter
and survey narrative/map should be reviewed so as to verify all easements on the property. All title
exceptions should be noted.
Wells Capital Company met with Deborah Kemp, the Neighborhood Planner for Ward 5 of the DC Office
of Planning to discuss the city’s stance on purchasing the site and using for artist space to be
redeveloped with retail on the ground floor plus three levels to maximize the height to 90 feet. All uses
and added height were agreed to be in tandem with the fabric of the neighborhood and its desired
future as a live/work community.
In order to be approved for such a mixed use development and attain the added height approval, it will
be required that the developers apply for a planned unit development (PUD) with the District. Chapter
24 of the “District of Columbia Municipal Regulations” details this process. In summary, a PUD is
“designed to encourage high quality developments that provide public benefits… the overall goal is to
permit flexibility of development and other incentives, such as increased building height and density:
provided, that the project offers a commendable number of quality of public benefits and that it
protects and advancers the public health, safety, welfare and convenience.”
I spoke with Travis Parker of the Department of Zoning, to detail the PUD’s detailed the process. In
summary, the PUD process is a two stage process in which the applicant must first submit the proposed
development and its impact on the community as a whole to the Office of Planning and the Department
of Transportation. The city will review this application and the site’s suitability for use as a PUD. They
will look at such details such as the appropriateness, character, scale compatibility, mixture of use,
sustainable design and compatibility with the streetscape, ward and area plans of the District of
Columbia. The second stage will involve a review of the site plan and how it is in compliance with the
intent and purpose of the PUD, plus that of the first stage approval. The Zoning Commission will conduct
this review.
Mr. Parker emphasized that the project will be especially scrutinized for compatibility to the small area
plan and that creative, sustainable design that adds to the streetscape, plus a use that promotes a direct
benefit to the community will be reviewed favorably. A “Traffic Impact Study” (cost: $35K-$40K) will also
be required to best understand the impact of the new traffic patterns in and out of the mixed-use
project. A study will most likely result in the developer spending capital to improve the streetscape,
sidewalks and pay for added traffic lights/signaling, cross walks and street striping. This will be required
to accommodate the added traffic and the need for safety mechanisms to ensure public safety.
Once the city has reviewed the PUD and received public feedback on the project, a decision will be made
to approve, amend or reject the proposal. Preliminary discussions with the mentioned city officials have
pointed toward a high probability of approval for a mixed-use retail/student housing or retail/office42
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office condo structure that adds to the fabric of the new NoMa/City Gateway corridor and promotes
services geared toward existing and future residents.
The retail/student housing PUD will need to apply for a map amendment (re-zoning) to the current
zoning so as to allow for residential housing as the “District of Columbia Municipal Regulations” specifies
that “no new dwelling shall be permitted in a C-M District.” Further, it should be noted that the
retail/office and retail/office condominium uses are permitted per section 801.2 of the same Municipal
Regulations. As it states, “any commercial use permitted in the C-4 District under 751 ….shall be
permitted as a matter of right in a C-M District.
The District appears to welcome the review and subsequent approval of PUD’s that are beneficial to the
District’s communities. A recent approval includes “Square 54,” George Washington Universities site at
Pennsylvania and 23rd Streets, NW in which a neighborhood grocery store was included to attain higher
density approval.
In summary the PUD process is as follows:
1. Deliver to zoning commission
2. Is PUD in conformation with comprehensive plan?
3. Public hearing
4. Zoning commission hearing
5. Final plan approval/disapproval
VII. Development/Construction Costs
Land Purchase:
Conversations with the owner of 50 Florida Avenue, through Lincoln Property Group have indicated an
asking price of $8MM. This is $49/FAR-SF using a by-right FAR of 4.0 and gross land area of 40,659
square feet (162,636 SF total). Recent land sales have been minimal and thus only 2007 sales data
comparables is available for the immediate market. I have located five comparables. They are as follows:

According to data compiled by BNP Paribas Investment Bank through the Case-Shiller Index data for
November 2009, commercial real estate prices have fallen 39.2% since mid-2007. The closest
comparable in terms of location and gross lot size is 1111 North Capital Street, which was sold at the top
of the market in 2009 at $44/FAR-SF. The argument is to be made to the sellers of 50 Florida Avenue
that their asking price of $49/FAR-SF is too high for today’s market and that an offer price of $31/FAR-SF
or a total of $5MM is to be made with the following logic: Commercial real estate prices have decreased
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39.2% over two years and such a decrease in vale from $44/FAR-SF is $27/FAR-SF. A $31/FAR-SF offer
(or 40% price reduction from 2007 highs) is closer to market rate. The owner wishes to retire and since
the asset has been on the market for over a year, we think he and his representatives are ready and
willing to receive negotiations for alternative offer prices.
Construction Costs:
Current development costs were attained through interviews with J Street Development’s senior project
manager in charge of development, Colleen Scott. The cost of land and improvements are assumed to
be added as one figure for “land cost” and it is assumed that the construction lender will underwrite this
figure.
Five scenarios were investigated:
First, Phase I of the project will be used as either 1) a temporary, retail/warehouse use or 2) that of a
mixed-use retail/artist studio use. The warehouse scenario will require no additional build out and will
be used as is. The artist studio use will require some build out. The costs highlights for this scenario are
detailed as follows:
Land is a given cost at $5MM. Site work for Phase I will be minimal as sewer, fire and
telecommunications are in place. Additions such as gas (Pepco) and water connections will need to be
added if a total of 16 units of artist studios are to be dedicated to floors two and three. These utilities
will cost $.33/SF or a total of $40,000. Further, a rehabilitation of the interior of the building will be
required for $50,000 or $.83/SF.
Hard costs for the base building will total $20/SF or $1.2MM. Soft costs will include architect fees,
survey, permits, insurance, real estate tax, leasing commissions for the warehouse storage bays totaling,
12,566 SF. Builder’s risk insurance and debt and construction debt are also included to account for the
permanent loan and small construction loan of the rehabilitation of the asset’s interior. The project
work should be minimal and so as to save money; a contingency reserve will not be used. The total cost
to include land purchase of $5MM and construction and financing fees will total $8MM.
Phase II will utilize the maximum density of a 4.0 FAR. As such, an additional 102,000 square feet will be
constructed to hold either 3) a mixed-use retail/student PUD housing product, 4) a mixed-use
retail/office PUD or 5) a retail/office condominium PUD product plus underground parking for 135 cars
on two levels. Again, this may be minimized by 50% with city approval. Development costs associated
with the office and office condominium scenarios will be the same.
The student housing scenario costs are as follows: Again, sewer, fire and telecommunications are in
place and additional water and gas (Pepco) will need to be added at $20,000 each. A demolition of the
existing 60,000 square foot structure at a cost of $100,000 will be required.
Hard costs will total $150/SF or $24.3MM. Soft costs will include will include architect fees,
survey/test/fees/permits, insurance, real estate taxes and leasing commissions for the retail portion
only totaling 27,000 square feet. Again, this is a student housing scenario and leasing commissions will
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be minimal as negotiations will take place by senior management with universities. Other main costs are
to include soft and hard contingency costs at 5% of their respective totals. Total project costs will be
$47MM.
Phase II: The office/office condominium scenario will utilize similar site work expenses but due to the
higher quality materials and finishes plus different contractor groups, the hard costs/SF will be $175, a
$25 premium over the student housing scenario whose costs are lower now due to a decrease in
material costs currently. Note: this could change in three year’s time. Total project costs total, $54MM.
Leasing commissions will total $3MM due to higher office rents or sales/SF as well tenant improvements
of $50/SF for office and office condominium. These must be high to attract tenants in a future,
competitive market.
VIII. Schedule
Through interviews with Colleen Scott, senior project manager for Washington, DC developer, J Street
Development’s NoMa office projects, 111 K Street 1111 and 100 K Street (in pre-design), it has been
determined that a project of 50 Florida Avenue’s size should be allotted one year for design and preconstruction with another year for development of the structure. As will be detailed in the “Financial”
section, an office scenario will most likely be used in Phase II of the project. Equity of $17MM will be
used for land, demolition, architectural/structural design and financing costs associated with the
construction loan prior to demolition of the existing structure. The construction loan of $38MM will
fund the hard costs and the remaining soft costs for twelve months. The schedule can be found in the
“Financials” section of this memorandum.
As detailed in the “Development Program” section, Phase I will be a “hold” phase for the investors. This
minimum, three year period will be used to further evaluate the evolution of the local and national
economy to determine the proper use of the asset. The investors are at an advantage with time here. It
is prudent to be precise with creating accurate cost estimates and schedules that reflect the most
current material and labor costs. Three years will provide time to work with the District to create a
project design that best fits with the community and city’s Master Plan. Further, as noted in the
“Development Issues” section, traffic patterns must be considered with the new development and as
such, the design team will need to account for this added traffic through working with the city to create
safe egress and ingress to the development.
IX. Financial
As described, the investment has been divided into two phases. The concept is to by an asset in a future
high growth market as or below market offering prices, hold for three years and then redevelop into a
mixed-use PUD with the support of the District so as to maximize investor capital value.
Two scenarios have been researched for Phase I at the purchase cost of $5MM. The seller has offered
80% LTC financing for 7%, interest only for three years. An equity raise for $1MM offered in 10,
$100,000 increments will be required.
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Zoning allows for artist, live/work studio housing. Demand exists for such a use in the District but with
the costs of $3MM associated with its rehabilitation and maximum rents of $11.00/SF, the IRR and NPV
were negative. As a result, this option has been abandoned.
Using the existing structure as warehouse is the correct option for our investors as it requires minimal
build-out, using only an added $231,500 for settlement and closing costs. If the asset can be 100%
leased at $9.00/SF NNN, the return to investors after debt service averages 5%/year for three years. As
detailed in the “Investment Alternatives” section, yields are in the 1.0%-3.5% range for all other
investment classes expect for the riskier CMBS bond and REIT options. Equity investors in Phase I should
enjoy above average returns in a risk free environment with the caveat that the asset will be pre-leased
prior to purchase closing.
Phase II will be researched over the course of the three year hold period. Management will closely
monitor economic fundamentals to ensure the current and new equity investors that the correct
product choice is being made for the redevelopment phase.
The Phase II scenarios are as follows, retail/student housing, retail/office and retail/office condominium:
Retail/student housing will require a construction loan of $36MM at a 70% LTC. Total project costs are
$52MM with 15.7MM in required equity. The IRR for this option is 13%. While decent, we have a
minimum investor required, 15% hurdle rate. Student housing may be lacking in demand but again, this
scenario will be reviewed over the next three years to research future demand potential for this product
type.
Retail/office will require a construction loan of $38MM at a 70% LTC. Total project costs are $54MM
with $17MM in required equity. The IRR for this option is 4%. This IRR is too low for investor demand
and as such, this option will be waved unless market demand supports $32/SF NNN rents for Class B
office. These rents will yield a 15% IRR. Currently, it has been estimated that rents of only $26/SF NNN
will be supported in 2013.
Finally, the retail/office condominium will require a construction loan of $38MM at a 70% LTC. Total
project costs are $54MM with $17MM in required equity. Due to a shorter hold period and anticipated
sales over six months with a strong demand, the IRR is 31%. If market fundamentals support,
management will peruse this option.
X. Project Management Plan
The principal of Wells Capital Company, Christopher Wells has worked in the commercial mortgage
industry for seven years. As such, he has had the opportunity to build relationships with MetropolitanWashington and Baltimore industry leaders in the commercial finance, development, design, sales and
leasing sectors.
The development team will be formed by Mr. Wells, serving as Principal plus another senior founder
named as President and CFO to tap into a broader network of equity partners and resources. We will
then hire a Senior Legal Counsel to handle contractual obligations and financial closings, a Senior Vice
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President of Design & Construction, a Senior Project Manager to assist with the design and construction
implementation and finally, a Senior Vice President of Sales and Leasing for the potential office/office
condominium scenario.
XI. Conclusion - Sensitivity Analysis
50 Florida Avenue will be purchased and used as a warehouse for Phase I if it can be 100% pre-leased;
otherwise, the opportunity will be abandoned. If a “go,” we will pursue the highest and best use for
Phase II. We anticipate an office condominium use so as to take advantage of the maximum IRR. If
demand does not exist for this or other profit generating uses, we will attempt to sell the asset at the
most competitive offer price.
Wells Capital Company believes this is a unique opportunity to purchase as asset at close to the bottom
of the sales market but with the prediction of strong, future economic fundamentals. Once these have
returned, we anticipate 50 Florida Avenue to be a lucrative investment opportunity.
Please see the following page for the IRR sensitivity analysis:
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XV. Financials
Phase I - Artist Housing (Renovation of Existing Structure):
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Phase I - Warehouse (No Construction):
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Phase II - Student Housing (New Structure):
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Phase II - Office (New Structure):
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Phase II - Office Condo (New Structure):
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Construction Schedule:
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Phase I Funding Sources/Cash Flow Distribution:
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